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Personal Timeline 

You will be creating a simple timeline about yourself.  Whether you believe it or not, you are a part of history 
and history is a part of you.  Maybe, just maybe, students one day across the country will be reading about you 
and Google-ing your name.  So, before you become famous and forget about all of us, spend some time letting 
us get to know you while also getting a sense of where you fit in history. 
 
A timeline is a chronological display of important events relating to a person or group of people in history.  
Your objective is to create a personal timeline to examine your own history.  Of course, YOUR personal history 
is not complete without considering national and world events – you know, those moments that start with, 
“Where were you when…?” 
 
Your timeline will be done in three (3) parts, and each part will have a separate due date: 

• Your personal events – Important events that involved YOU (example – your birth day!) 

• National and World events – Things that have happened in the United States and throughout the 
world during your lifetime. 

• Reflection and Memoir piece – A short essay reflecting on the world events, how they have impacted 
your life and influenced who you are today. 

 
Your timeline should be neat! (No pencils marks, smudges, crackling white-out, etc.)  
 
Your essay should be typed OR written in ink on loose-leaf paper.  This is a common expectation of 8th Grade 
work, so there will be no exceptions. 
 
You will be expected to spend some time outside of school completing this work and you will have an 
appropriate amount of time (maybe even a weekend ☺) to finish it.  Use your time wisely.  Certain parts will 
be assigned and checked along the way.  If you have a question or a concern, you have to ask me! 

Guidelines and due dates: 

1. You must choose eight (8) personal events on your timeline.  These can include a birthday, a sporting 
event, vacation, etc.  Each event must have a brief (like, a sentence) description.  The events MUST 
involve you.  This portion of the project will be checked in TWO DAYS and a rough draft or a list of 
events is acceptable.  An example follows on the back of this page. 
 

2. You must include eight (8) events that took place around the country or the world that happened 
between the day you were born until today.  Each event should have a brief description as well.  This 
will take some research and investigation, and you should start looking for events NOW.  This portion 
of your project will be checked in THREE DAYS and a rough draft or list of events is acceptable.  Again, 
an example of what is expected is on the back of this page.  
 

3. THE TIMELINE - This must be in chronological (date) order and neat and easy to read.  No smudges, 
stray pencil marks, etc.  It should be colorful.  You MUST include pictures (either your own, or 
copy/pasted from the computer), but remember, it must still be neat. It should include your personal 
dates on top of the timeline and the national and world events on the bottom.  
 



The example: 
 

Personal Event, Date     Personal Event, Date 
1 or 2 sentence      1 or 2 sentence 
description               description 

       World or National Event         World or National Event 
                                                Date, 1 or 2 sentence          Date, 1 or 2 sentence 
        description                     description                       
 
 

4. THE MEMOIR PIECE (REFLECTION) You must write a two (2) paragraph reflection following these 
guidelines: 

Choose one national or world event on your timeline and write a short summary of the event 
that includes the who, what, where, etc. of the event.  Your paragraph should explain the importance 
and significance of the event to anyone who reads it.  This will have to be much more than the short 
description on your timeline.  

In a separate paragraph, explain WHY the event is important to you or how it has impacted 
you or influenced the world today.  In this paragraph you will explain a connection you may have to 
the event, feelings you may have had as a result of this event, or some other personal relevance 
between you and the event.  This will take some time as well and you will be given time to complete 
this.   
 

Your Timeline and Memoir piece will be handed in at the same time.  Because this is a memoir piece, and may 
be used again at the end of the year, you will NOT have it handed it back to you after it is graded.  Instead, you 
will be given a short rubric like the one below that will have your final grade for the project on it, along with 
any comments if necessary. 

 

 

Rubric:          Comments: 

 8 personal events with a description  _____/20  

 8 national or world events with a description _____/20 

 Events are in chronological order  _____/20 

 Memoir Piece     _____/20 

 Grammar and conventions   _____/20 

 Total      ________/100 

 Your score ___________/ 100% 

 

 

   

    


